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ABSTRACT
Anomalous Cepheids (ACs) are metal-deficient, core-helium-burning pulsating stars with masses
in the range 1.2–2.2M⊙. Until recently, all known ACs were pure single-mode pulsators. The first
candidate for an AC pulsating in more than one radial mode – OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 – was recently
identified in the Milky Way based on the photometric database of the Optical Gravitational Lensing
Experiment (OGLE) survey. We analyze this object showing that it is actually a triple-mode pulsator.
Its position in the Petersen diagram, the light-curve morphology quantified by Fourier coefficients, and
absolute magnitudes derived from the Gaia parallax are consistent with the assumption that OGLE-
GAL-ACEP-091 is an AC. Our grid of linear pulsation models indicates that OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091
is a 1.8M⊙ star with a metallicity of about [Fe/H] = −0.5 dex.
Keywords: stars: variables: Cepheids — stars: oscillations — stars: fundamental parameters
1. INTRODUCTION
Among the diversity of variable stars, multi-mode pul-
sators play a unique role, because two, three or more
periods detected in the same star strictly constrain stel-
lar parameters like mass, luminosity, and metal content.
Fath (1937) and Florja (1937) were the first who cor-
rectly interpreted strong amplitude variations observed
in the light curves of some pulsating stars as a super-
position of two or more periodic components. Fath
(1937, 1940) discovered three periods in δ Sct (an ob-
ject that two decades later was established as a pro-
totype of a new type of pulsating stars; Eggen 1956).
In turn, Florja (1937) detected two periods of a triple-
mode pulsator AC And, much later classified by Fernie
(1994) as an intermediate between δ Sct stars and classi-
cal Cepheids. The first bona fide double-mode (or beat)
classical Cepheid, U TrA, was discovered by Oosterhoff
(1957). AQ Leo was the first known double-mode RR
Lyr variable (Jerzykiewicz & Wenzel 1977). Nowadays,
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hundreds of multi-mode classical Cepheids and RR Lyr
stars are known in the Milky Way (e.g. Udalski et al.
2018; Soszyn´ski et al. 2019, 2020).
For years, all type II Cepheids were considered to
be pure fundamental-mode pulsators, until Smolec et al.
(2018) identified the first two cases of beat type II
Cepheids in the OGLE Collection of Variable Stars
(OCVS). Currently, a total of five objects belonging to
this class are known in the Galaxy (Udalski et al. 2018;
Soszyn´ski et al. 2020).
In contrast to other members of the Cepheid fam-
ily, until recently all known anomalous Cepheids (ACs)
were single-mode stars, pulsating exclusively in the fun-
damental or first-overtone mode. ACs are metal-poor
core-helium-burning stars with masses ranging from 1.2
to 2.2 M⊙ (e.g. Bono et al. 1997; Marconi et al. 2004;
Groenewegen & Jurkovic 2017a). The fundamental-
mode ACs have pulsation periods in the range of 0.6–
2.5 d, while the first-overtone variables oscillate with pe-
riods of 0.4–1.2 d. These stars obey period–luminosity
(PL) relations located between the relations for classi-
cal and type II Cepheids. The evolutionary scenario that
leads to ACs is not well understood, but various obser-
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Figure 1. Disentangled I-band light curves of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091. Left, middle, and right panels show light curves of F,
1O, and 2O modes, respectively, prewhitened for the other modes and for linear combination terms.
vational facts indicate that members of this class of pul-
sating stars are products of mass transfer or component
merging in close binary systems (e.g. Gautschy & Saio
2017; Iwanek et al. 2018).
The first ACs were discovered by Thackeray (1950) in
the Sculptor dwarf galaxy. Over the next half century,
several dozen ACs have been identified, mostly in nearby
dwarf spheroidal galaxies. This number was significantly
increased by the discovery of ACs in the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds (LMC and SMC) in the OGLE pho-
tometric databases (e.g. Soszyn´ski et al. 2015). This ho-
mogeneous sample of 268 ACs allowed us to develop a
method of distinguishing ACs from other types of classi-
cal pulsators based on their light curve shape quantified
by the Fourier coefficients φ21 and φ31. Then, we used
this method to detect over 100 ACs in the bulge and
halo of the Milky Way (e.g. Soszyn´ski et al. 2015, 2020)
– the first unambiguously identified objects of that type
in the Galactic field.
This work is devoted to the study of OGLE-GAL-
ACEP-091 – the recently identified candidate for a
Galactic AC pulsating simultaneously in three ra-
dial modes: fundamental (F), first-overtone (1O) and
second-overtone (2O). We provide arguments that this
object is indeed the first known multi-mode AC. Basic
parameters of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 are presented in
Table 1.
2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA
A triple-mode pulsating star OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091
was identified by Soszyn´ski et al. (2020) in the photo-
metric databases collected by the OGLE Galaxy Vari-
ability Survey (Udalski et al. 2018). The OGLE project
monitors the densest regions of the sky using 1.3-mWar-
saw telescope located at Las Campanas Observatory,
Chile. The telescope is equipped with a 268 Megapixel
mosaic camera composed of 32 CCD chips with a pixel
scale of 0.26 arcsec. Details of the instrumental setup,
data reduction, and calibration of the OGLE data can be
found in Udalski et al. (2015). In our investigation we
Table 1. Parameters of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091
Right ascension [J2000.0]: 17:38:33.27
Declination [J2000.0]: −32:53:32.2
Galactic longitude [◦]: 355.839819
Galactic latitude [◦]: −0.799623
F-mode period, PF [d]: 0.928691
1O-mode period, P1O [d]: 0.674532
2O-mode period, P2O [d]: 0.539381
Mean I-band magnitude (OGLE): 16.63
Mean J-band magnitude (VVV): 12.74
Mean H-band magnitude (VVV): 11.60
Mean KS-band magnitude (VVV): 11.13
Mean [3.6]-band magnitude (Spitzer): 10.32
Mean [4.5]-band magnitude (Spitzer): 10.24
Mean [5.8]-band magnitude (Spitzer): 10.08
Mean [8.0]-band magnitude (Spitzer): 10.37
use the OGLE time-series photometry obtained in the
Cousins I-band filter between March 2017 and March
2020 (in total 117 data points). Typical errors of indi-
vidual measurements range from 0.01 to 0.02 mag. Fig-
ure 1 shows I-band light curves of the three modes, each
one after subtracting the two other frequencies and their
linear combinations.
3. DISCUSSION
3.1. Position in the Petersen Diagram
Figure 2 shows the Petersen diagram (shorter-to-
longer period ratio plotted against logarithmic longer
period) for multi-mode Cepheids and RR Lyr stars from
the OCVS. Blue, green and yellow symbols indicate vari-
ables in the Milky Way, LMC, and SMC, respectively.
OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 is marked by three red triangles
corresponding to the three period ratios. The positions
of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 on the Petersen diagram con-
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Figure 2. Petersen diagram for multi-mode Cepheids and RR Lyr stars in the Milky Way (blue symbols), LMC (green
symbols), and SMC (yellow symbols). Filled circles mark double-mode Cepheids, triangles – triple-mode Cepheids, empty
circles – double-mode type II Cepheids, dots – RR Lyr (RRd) stars. Period ratios of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 are marked by red
triangles.
firms that this star pulsates simultaneously in the F,
1O, and 2O modes. However, it is worth noting that
the 1O to F-mode period ratio, P1O/PF, is smaller than
the P1O/PF ratios for classical Cepheids of similar pe-
riods. This suggests that OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 is not
a classical Cepheid and belongs to a different class of
pulsating stars.
3.2. Fourier Coefficients
To recognize the variability type of OGLE-GAL-
ACEP-091, we fitted its F-mode I-band light curve (left
panel of Figure 1) with a truncated Fourier series in the
following form:
I(t) = I0 +
5∑
k=1
Ak cos(
2pikt
P
+ φk) (1)
Then, we derived the Fourier coefficients φ21 = φ2 −
2φ1 and φ31 = φ3−3φ1 and plotted them against period
in Figure 3 together with the F-mode classical pulsators
in the Galaxy and LMC: classical, type II and anoma-
lous Cepheids, and RR Lyr (RRab) stars. As shown
by Soszyn´ski et al. (2015), the logP–φ21 and logP–φ31
diagrams are the most efficient tools for distinguishing
ACs from classical Cepheids and RRab stars. The po-
sition of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 in the period–Fourier
coefficients diagrams clearly indicates that it is an AC.
3.3. Distance
On the PL plane, ACs populate the region between the
PL relations delineated by classical Cepheids and the PL
sequences defined by type II Cepheids and RR Lyr stars
(e.g. Soszyn´ski et al. 2015; Groenewegen & Jurkovic
2017b). The F-mode ACs in the LMC are about 0.7 mag
fainter than F-mode classical Cepheids with the same
periods. To place OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 on the abso-
lute PL diagram, we need to know its distance from
the Sun. Unfortunately, the Gaia DR2 parallax of
this star (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) is known with
the relative uncertainty reaching 40%. The parallax
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Figure 3. Fourier parameters φ21 and φ31 as a function of logP for F-mode classical pulsators in the Galaxy (left panels) and
LMC (right panels). Blue points represent classical Cepheids, orange points – type II Cepheids, green points – RR Lyr stars,
purple points – single-mode anomalous Cepheids. Parameters of the F-mode light curve of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 are marked
with red triangles.
0.58± 0.23 mas corresponds to a distance of 2.0+2.8
−0.8 kpc
(Bailer-Jones et al. 2018).
This value can be compared with the distances de-
rived from the PL relations for classical Cepheids and
ACs. Since OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 is observed toward
the Galactic bulge, close to the Galactic plane, it is
affected by heavy interstellar extinction. Therefore,
we used the mid-infrared magnitudes obtained by the
Spitzer Space Telescope through the GLIMPSE II pro-
gram (Churchwell et al. 2009). Following the proce-
dure presented by Skowron et al. (2019), we used the
three-dimensional map of interstellar extinction “mw-
dust” (Bovy et al. 2016) in conjunction with the infrared
PL relations for classical Cepheids (Wang et al. 2018)
and ACs (assumed to be 0.7 mag fainter than classical
Cepheids in all filters). The distances to OGLE-GAL-
ACEP-091 derived for four Spitzer passbands – [3.6],
[4.5], [5.8], and [8.0] – are consistent with each other
within errors. Assuming that OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091
follows the PL relation for classical Cepheids, its dis-
tance from us would be 2.93± 0.11 kpc (the mean value
from four Spitzer bands). If OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091
obeyed the PL relation for ACs, its distance would be
2.27 ± 0.10 kpc, which better agrees with the parallax
from Gaia. This is another argument in favor of the
claim that OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 is an AC.
3.4. Mode selection in ACs
Of the several hundred ACs currently known in the
Milky Way and nearby galaxies, OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091
is the only case with more than one radial mode simul-
taneously excited. Why ACs avoid multimodality? It
is not easy to answer this question, because the mode
selection in pulsating stars is a nonlinear process (see
Smolec 2014, for a review). However, the linear stability
calculations may provide some clues to this issue. One
may conclude that the double-mode F+1O pulsation is
not possible, or is less likely, if the F-mode and 1O-mode
instability strips are decoupled in the HR diagram, or
have only a little common part.
To check this hypothesis, we computed a grid of lin-
ear pulsation models with the Smolec & Moskalik (2008)
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Figure 4. Linear growth rates for radial F and 1O modes
plotted vs. effective temperature for three sequences of mod-
els with metallicity [Fe/H] = −1.5 dex and constant mass
and luminosity, as indicated in the key.
convective pulsation code implementing the Kuhfuss
(1986) model of convection-pulsation coupling. OPAL
opacities (Iglesias & Rogers 1996) and Asplund et al.
(2009) scaled solar mixture are adopted in all calcu-
lations. Convective parameters are the same as in
set B in Paxton et al. (2019). We have considered a
range of masses, 1.2 − 2.2M⊙, a range of luminosities,
100 − 400 L⊙ and a range of metallicities, from metal
poor ([Fe/H] = −2.5 dex), to solar ([Fe/H] = 0.0 dex).
We note that ACs are believed to be metal poor. At
fixed M/L, models were computed with a 100K step
in effective temperature, covering the full extent of the
instability strip for the F mode and the lowest order
overtones.
In Figure 4, we show the growth rates for the F mode
and 1O mode, γF and γ1O, respectively, computed for
[Fe/H] = −1.5 dex and for three different combinations
of M and L, that lead to the pulsation periods in the
range covered by ACs (0.6 < PF < 2.5 d). Growth rates,
both γF and γ1O, are plotted versus the effective tem-
perature (consecutive models are spaced by 100 K). The
plots are qualitatively similar for other metallicities and
other M/L combinations. The two radial modes are si-
multaneously unstable for a significant part of the HR
diagram, which is similar as for RR Lyrae stars or for
classical Cepheids. Consequently, the lack of the double-
mode F+1O ACs cannot be explained at the linear level.
Nonlinear calculations are beyond the scope of this pa-
per.
3.5. Linear modelling of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091
Using the model grid presented in the previous section,
we find that a very good match for the periods detected
Figure 5. Petersen diagrams with linear pulsation models
for OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 (red triangles). The top, middle
and bottom panels, correspond to models of M = 2.1, 1.8
and 1.5 M⊙, respectively. In each panel, line segments cor-
respond to horizontal model sequences of constant L (value
indicated with line thickness) and effective temperature vary-
ing in 100K steps, in which F, 1O and 2O are simultaneously
unstable. Models for three different metallicities are plotted
with different colors.
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in OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 can be found only for high
metallicity models of relatively large mass and of low
luminosity. For lower metallicities, the period ratios are
too high as compared with the observations. For lower
masses and/or higher luminosities the three modes are
not simultaneously unstable. The best matching mod-
els are illustrated in Figure 5 in which we show the Pe-
tersen diagrams computed for M = 2.1M⊙ (top panel)
M = 1.8M⊙ (middle panel) and M = 1.5M⊙ (bottom
panel), a range of luminosities plotted with different line
thickness, as indicated in each panel, and for three dif-
ferent metallicities, [Fe/H] = −1.0, −0.5, 0.0 dex, in-
dicated with different colors. The line segments cor-
respond to models of the just specified parameters in
which three radial modes are simultaneously unstable –
a necessary condition for non-resonant triple-mode pul-
sation, while red triangles represent the three period ra-
tios observed in OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091.
We observe the following: (i) The P2O/P1O period ra-
tio shows little sensitivity to [Fe/H]. It shows some sen-
sitivity to mass – the models with M = 1.8M⊙ fit the
P2O/P1O best. (ii) The P1O/PF and P2O/PF are both
sensitive to metallicity. Models with [Fe/H] = −0.5 dex
match the observed period ratios best. (iii) All period
ratios are little sensitive to the value of the luminos-
ity, but with increasing luminosity the domain in which
three radial modes are simultaneously unstable shifts to
longer periods. (iv) By slightly adjusting the metallicity
around [Fe/H] = −0.5 dex, a satisfactory match to all
period ratios can be found for each of the masses con-
sidered in the figure. For M = 1.5M⊙ well matching
models are found for L = 160 L⊙, while for M = 2.1M⊙
the best matching luminosity is L = 220M⊙.
At the linear level we cannot constrain the phys-
ical parameters of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 further.
We can, however, compare the resulting luminosity
with the observed one, estimated using the period-
luminosity relation for F-mode ACs published by
Groenewegen & Jurkovic (2017b). This way we can
estimate the luminosity of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 to
≈ 110 L⊙. It is smaller than the best matching model
luminosities given above, but in our opinion is not in
conflict with the models. First, the PL relation has
some dispersion; second, we cannot exclude a metallic-
ity effect on the PL relation for ACs. While the cali-
brated relation is based on the metal poor single-mode
pulsators, OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 may be a much more
metal rich star, as indicated with its lower period ra-
tios. However, note that for the metallicity range cov-
ered in the Magellanic Clouds, Groenewegen & Jurkovic
(2017b) claim no metallicity effect on the PL relation.
Still, the comparison with the luminosity based on the
PL relation favors lower masses and luminosities of the
models (M = 1.5M⊙, L = 160 L⊙).
The fact that satisfactory models can be found assum-
ing masses and luminosities in the range typically con-
sidered for ACs is another confirmation that the classi-
fication of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 as an AC is correct.
The linear pulsation models point that its metallicity
is around [Fe/H] = −0.5 dex, higher than typically as-
sumed for ACs, which may be a hint to mode selection
problem discussed in the previous section. Higher metal-
licity may favor double-mode or multi-mode pulsations,
while typical ACs are metal poor and hence typically
single-periodic.
The inferred high metallicity of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-
091, corresponding to Z ≈ 0.004, is in conflict with
a single-star evolution scenario of ACs, as metal-rich
(Z & 0.001) intermediate-mass stars do not cross the in-
stability strip (see Bono et al. 2016, for a review). Large
population of ACs in the relatively metal-rich LMC
motivated theoretical studies to understand formation
mechanisms of ACs (see e.g. Fiorentino & Monelli 2012;
Gautschy & Saio 2017). In the latter study, interactions
in the binary system, including merger events, were con-
sidered. It was shown that models with significantly
higher metallicity, up to Z = 0.008, may pass through
the instability strip. While we do not have observational
evidence in support of binary evolution of OGLE-GAL-
ACEP-091, such scenario cannot be excluded. Undoubt-
edly, the discovery of a larger number of multi-mode ACs
may provide useful constraints on their physical param-
eters and evolutionary scenarios.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We showed that OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 is a triple-
mode AC – the first such object known in the Universe.
The Fourier coefficients φ21 and φ31 derived for the F-
mode light curve perfectly match to F-mode ACs found
by the OGLE team in the Milky Way and LMC. Also the
Gaia DR2 parallax suggests that OGLE-GAL-ACEP-
091 belongs to the AC family, although a more accurate
parallax measurement is necessary to dispel any doubts.
Our linear pulsation models confirm that indeed the
position of OGLE-GAL-ACEP-091 in the Petersen di-
agram is consistent with a simultaneous excitation of
three lowest order radial modes in models with masses
and luminosities in the range typically considered for
ACs. While ACs are considered metal deficient stars,
models indicate that the metallicity of the triple-mode
pulsator is relatively high, around [Fe/H] = −0.5 dex. It
may suggest that high metallicity is a factor that favors
multi-mode pulsation in ACs.
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